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Happy End: The Next Chapter

It’s happening … the world premiere of the critical edition of Weill, Hauptmann, and Brecht’s Happy End. The complete score and script, edited by Stephen Hinton and Elmar Juchem and published in 2020, has hit the boards for the first time, in Berlin, fittingly enough. The Renaissance-Theater production, directed by Sebastian Sommer and conducted by Harry Ermer, opened on 13 May and will run in repertory through October. A seven-piece band faithfully renders Weill’s score; the Berliner Morgenpost praised the “splendid” ensemble and the “authentic atmosphere” it provides.

We regret that due to supply-chain problems, the Newsletter is printed on lower-quality paper than usual. Thank you for your understanding.
EDITOR’S NOTE
Our feature articles both look to the past: the near past—the death of Stephen Sondheim last fall—and the more distant past, the Broadway premiere of Street Scene in 1947. Kim H. Kowalke, who has spent much of the last fifty years thinking about Weill and Sondheim, considers Weill’s influence on Sondheim, Sondheim’s reluctance to acknowledge it, and the crucial correspondences between these two giants of musical theater. And we weigh Weill’s pronouncement around the time of the premiere of Street Scene that in seventy-five years it would be considered his “major work.”
A prognostication so forceful demands consideration in 2022.

A bonanza of performances in Australia this spring (or rather fall) anchors the review section, which also looks at a new production of Lady in the Dark in Vienna and two recent Weill-focused books. We offer news of Weill, Blitzstein, and the Foundation, with coverage of the latest Lotte Lenya Competition finals in New York City. We recommend that readers experience the finals for themselves by checking out the video, which contains every finalist’s complete performance, on kwf.org.

Dave Stein

Streams and Podcasts
Live performance is becoming the rule again, but streaming is still with us, providing welcome access to performances past and present. For example, viewers may enjoy The Seven Deadly Sins produced by Opera North of Leeds, U.K. in November 2020. The cast and creative team were forced by the pandemic to rework a planned in-person staging so that it could be streamed live instead. Reviews were enthusiastic; the vast majority of critics congratulated director Gary Clarke and the entire company on adapting quickly and thoroughly to then-unfamiliar conditions. Masterly conducting of the fifteen-player orchestration from James Holmes and Wallis Giunta’s bravura turn as Anna I certainly didn’t hurt. Available through 8 October on operavision.eu.

Also on OperaVision: Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny from Teatro Regio di Parma. Henning Brockhaus’s new production ran for three performances at the end of April 2022; a video shot at the premiere streams on demand through 30 July. Christopher Franklin conducts.

On the podcast front: A new reference book, Fifty Key Stage Musicals (Routledge, 2022), offers a chapter on each show along with a supplementary conversation with that chapter’s author, available gratis on broadwaypodcastnetwork.com. Of particular interest: chapter 9, The Cradle Will Rock, with Johanna Pinzler and Robert W. Schneider; chapter 13, The Threepenny Opera, with Lauren T. Mack and Andrew Child; and chapter 20, Cabaret, with Bruce Kimmel and Schneider.

Lady Emergent
Just over eighty years ago, Weill’s first U.S. smash, Lady in the Dark, stopped Broadway in its tracks. There have been many major productions since then, but it has never had a year quite like 2022, which dawned shortly after the beginning of a successful run at Vienna’s famed Volksoper under director Matthias Davids and conductor James Holmes (see review on p. 12). The Volksoper will bring Lady back in January 2023, and that’s not all. In the fall of 2022, the Netherlands and Switzerland will host new productions at Opera Zuid in Maastricht and Theater Basel, respectively. Opera Zuid will adopt the script revised by Christopher Hart and Kim H. Kowalke and premiered by MasterVoices in 2019; Theater Basel presents the acclaimed German translation of Roman Hinze. Three new productions in three countries in one year—at that rate, she won’t stay in the dark much longer.

2022 Grant Recipients
Professional Performance
Orchestra Miami, Miami, FL. Der Lindberghflug, Airborne Symphony (Blitzstein).
OVO Theatre, St. Albans, U.K. The Threepenny Opera.
Renaissance-Theater, Berlin, Germany. Happy End.
Victorian Opera, Melbourne, Australia. Happy End.

College/University Performance
Sheridan College, Oakville, ON, Canada. Happy End.
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI. Kleine Dreigroschenmusik.
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, Whitewater, WI. The Harpies (Blitzstein).
Sondheim and Weill ... and (Foolish) Me

“Love Life was a useful influence on my own work, but it failed because it started out with an idea rather than a character.” (Sondheim, 1975)¹

“Anybody who thinks that there’s any similarity between the songs of Love Life and anything I’ve written is—I think—foolish.” (Sondheim, 2003)²

by Kim H. Kowalke

Last fall’s issue of the *Kurt Weill Newsletter* didn’t appear until after the death on 26 November of Stephen Sondheim, the foremost creator of intellectually ambitious musical theater in the second half of the twentieth century. Consequently the context for Barrie Kosky’s radical assertions about Weill’s impact on Sondheim, gleaned from an October interview, had changed profoundly:

Kurt Weill arrived in New York with an incredibly sophisticated idea of theater, and then proceeded to radically revolutionize the Broadway musical. Look at those shows! It’s like a bomb going off on Broadway. I argue that Stephen Sondheim does not exist without Kurt Weill in New York. Period. End of discussion.

I wish Sondheim had lived and chosen to respond to Kosky’s argument. I can’t imagine he would have agreed. After all, when Weill died at age 50, Sondheim had just turned 20. Although he may have seen other Weill shows, he acknowledged attending only *Love Life*. His scattered comments on Weill’s Broadway work are anything but appreciative, often downright dismissive and deeply conflicted, even betraying what Harold Bloom called “anxiety of influence.”

“Weill’s musical language is anathema to me . . . I mean, anathema like those fruity chords with the added sixths. They make me come over all queasy.”³

He protests—too much?—that Weill’s work did not serve as precedent for his own, while over-crediting *Allegro* for its impact on his development as a composer/lyricist. Furthermore, Sondheim never acknowledged his similarities with Weill as a “collaborative dramatist”: involvement in their works far beyond their official program credits, a desire to create new hybrid forms of musical theater, recruitment of a wide range of collaborators.

Personally and professionally, I’ve long needed and admired Weill and Sondheim, for many of those same reasons. Both have inspired my research, teaching, publications, performances, and standards for the best of musical theater. I came to know their stage works almost concurrently, beginning with the 1971–72 season, my first year in Yale’s Ph.D. program in musicology. During Thanksgiving break I made my first-ever trek to Broadway and saw Hal Prince’s unforgettable productions of *Company* and *Follies*, which set an impossibly high bar for my future theater-going. Almost fifty years later, in 2019, I celebrated my imminent retirement from teaching with a trip to London to see the cross-gendered *Company* (now playing on Broadway) and the National Theatre’s revival of its stunning 2017 production of *Follies*. The former struck me as a travesty in both senses of that term, while the latter almost surpassed my indelible memories of the origi-
Then *Happy End*, *Street Scene*, and a massive Weill revue for Eastman Opera in Rochester in the ’80s and ’90s, *Sweeney Todd* in summer stock in 2003. During those four decades I attended the original Broadway and off-Broadway productions and revivals of all of Sondheim’s stage works, with the exception of *Merrily We Roll Along*, which closed before I could see it. Those firsthand encounters with his challenging scores have underpinned both my academic courses and my musical theater workshop repertoire. Ironically, I taught Sondheim more often than Weill. I am immensely grateful that my career choices did not force me, like the Baker’s Wife in the woods, into an either/or situation with Weill/Sondheim.

“I never liked his stuff except for *Threepenny* and some of his American stuff. There’s a rhumba version of ‘Girl of the Moment’ in *Lady in the Dark* that I like—and part of the overture to *Street Scene*—it’s the theme that goes with the lyric [sings] ‘Hoping that I would discover / A wonderful lover.’”

I gave my first scholarly paper on Sondheim (and Weill) in November 1999, part of an unprecedented all-Sondheim session at the annual meeting of the American Musicalological Society. (Sondheim himself was prevented from attending by a workshop of *Wise Guys*, though he wished he could: “my ego can use all the massaging it can get.”) Entitled “I Hate Brecht! *Love Life*, Sondheim, and the Concept Musical,” the paper explored Sondheim’s admission that he found *Love Life* useful for his own work. I also suggested that Brecht, and Weill, may have loomed larger in the Sondheim/Prince collaborations than Sondheim cared to admit. It was not difficult to connect the dots between *Love Life* and *Cabaret*, *Company*, *Pacific Overtures*, and *Assassins*—all but the last designed and co-conceived by Boris Aronson, who said there were enough ideas in *Love Life* for twenty musicals. And that Sondheim’s indictment of *Love Life*—“more about ideas than characters”—might aptly describe some of his own musicals, particularly the three he wrote with John Weidman.

“I’m not a Brecht-Weill fan. I’m one of those heretics who likes Weill’s Broadway music better. I do like *Threepenny Opera* very much, though. What I love about *Threepenny* is how harsh and dissonant it is. I like it when it’s played by a small band.”

My latest essay about Sondheim to appear in print analyzes “*Sweeney’s* Identity Crisis and the Dynamic Potential of Generic Hybridity” partly in terms of the debt Sondheim’s musical thriller owes to Weill, Brecht, and *The Threepenny Opera*.

Sondheim's assertion that “Anybody who thinks that there's any similarity between the songs of *Love Life* and anything I've written is—I think—foolish” inspired me to interrogate that statement using the most directly related songs I could think of. For a musical theater conference at UCLA in 2007, I compared Weill and Lerner’s “faulty memory” duet “I Remember It Well” with Sondheim’s “I Remember That,” written for the unproduced *Saturday Night* four years after *Love Life*. Anyone who doesn’t find a similarity between Sondheim’s duet and that original version of “I Remember It Well” is—I think—foolish. The common setup, diction, and imagery strongly suggest that Sondheim remembered Lerner’s lyric, if only imperfectly.

“I did see *Love Life*. If it influenced me, it was unconscious. I think all they’re talking about is book, not about songs. I think they’re talking about using vaudeville techniques to make a point and to relate somehow to human issues.”

Weill and Lerner introduced their song with underscored dialogue: Susan asks, “Do you remember the night you gave [this rocking chair] to me? It was just a few days after we came to Mayville.” Sam responds, “Remember? I do indeed, Susan. I remember every detail of that evening just as if it were yesterday.” He then recalls that “it was late at night,” but Susan immediately counters, “it was six-fifteen.” For the first two sections (AA) of the “Slow Waltz,” they repeat that pattern: Sam’s recollection followed by Susan’s correction in two four-bar units, with Sam’s attempt to recover with “That’s right! I remember it well” extending the A sections to 12 bars each. A disagreement about the whereabouts of their two children at the time shifts the meter of the 8-bar bridge to duple and the tempo to *Allegretto*. Sam declares, “All alone the kids had flown upstairs to bed for the night.” Susan gingersly rebuts, “When you brought the chair they both were there, but outside of that you are right.” With a return to *Tempo primo* and waltz time for the final, expanded A section of the song, Susan agrees with Sam, finally, that “the moon was low,” allowing him to confess: “And I loved you so, Yes, I did love you so, And it seemed even more, More than ever before; Am I right?” Susan responds, “Oh, yes, you’re right,” and they harmonize “I remember it well” to end the twenty-bar A’ closure. Thus, the AABA’ song form expands to 52 measures of 12+12+8+20.

Sondheim structured his duet by alternating strophes rather than sentences. In Hank’s 28-bar conversational verse, “ruminatively, rubato,” he boasts that he has “a memory for small details” and “a memory that never fails,” before admitting “there’s a date that I’m hazy on: That was the date we had, I remember, in early September, Or was it November three years ago?” His 40-bar chorus in foxtrot-derived duple meter then recounts how he had “arrived at seven,” having bought a big bouquet along the way. Then they shared a sirloin steak, sat in a park in “the glow of moonlight,” before dancing till dawn at Celeste’s house. From then on Hank admits he’s forgotten what happened, but he does remember “I’d fallen in love with you.” In an eight-bar introduction to her rejoinder, Celeste claims that she “can remember some things that [Hank] left out.” Her own 40-bar chorus tracks Hank’s but declares that he arrived at eight, brought flowers but then couldn’t pay the restaurant check, the glow in the park came from a policeman’s flashlight, and they merely sat at her house before Hank poured coffee over her new dress. But at the same point as in Hank’s strophe, she too remembers that “I did fall in love with you.” Whether due to a faulty memory of how Lerner’s lyric from *Love Life* functioned simultaneously as a comic number and a romantic ballad, or a conscious attempt at an alternative strategy, Sondheim’s duet misfires when performed on the stage rather than read on the page. Celeste’s corrections to the string of Hank’s faulty memories are so long delayed that the audience

---
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struggles to remember them. The humor and charm are much diminished, but the resemblance to Weill and Lerner remains unmistakable.

As I was contemplating this personal account, I kept returning to parallel assessments of Weill’s and Sondheim’s impact on the musical theater of their time, articulated in prominent obituaries. One could almost switch their names in the two documents without significant change, aside from dates. I suspect that future historical accounts of musical theater in the twentieth century will affirm both as major figures, and perhaps even adopt Kosky’s lineage.

Virgil Thomson on Weill, *New York Herald Tribune*, April 1950:

Everything he wrote became in one way or another historic. He was probably the most original single workman in the whole musical theater, internationally considered, during the last quarter century. … The loss to music and to the theater is real. Both will go on, and so will Weill’s influence. But his output of new models—and every work was a new model, a new shape, a new solution of dramatic problems—will not continue.

Bruce Weber on Sondheim, *New York Times*, November 2021:

He was the theater’s most revered and influential composer-lyricist of the last half of the 20th century, if not its most popular. He was the driving force behind some of Broadway’s most beloved and celebrated shows. … In the history of the theater, only a handful could call Mr. Sondheim peer. … After the first decade of his career, he was never again a writer for hire, and his contribution to a show was always integral to its conception and execution. He chose collaborators who shared his ambition to stretch the musical form beyond the bounds of only entertainment.

New models, driving force, carefully chosen collaborators, integral to conception and execution—all these traits and more link Weill and Sondheim. They both stand out among musical theater creators for their common devotion to allusion, pastiche, irony, and paradox, and getting the relation between text and music exactly right for the character and situation. These are not just matters of technique, but a means of pursuing an ideal: perpetually challenging audiences to think and feel more deeply. So, for (foolish) me, Weill and Sondheim remain “Side by Side.”

Kim H. Kowalke has published two recent papers on Sondheim:


Sources


2, 3, 4, 6 From an unpublished interview with Steve Swayne, 2003.


**Weill-Bernstein-Sondheim: Together at Last**

Leonard Bernstein’s seventieth birthday concert at Tanglewood (25 August 1988) was a lengthy, star-studded affair, with contributions from many of the world’s most storied performers and composers. Weill himself showed up, though not under his own power. Considering the rather torturous relationship between Bernstein and Weill and between Sondheim and Weill, that may come as a surprise; no doubt the ready substitution of “Saga of Lenny” for “Saga of Jenny” was too good to pass up. Sondheim’s rewrite of Ira Gershwin served as the eleven o’clock number for the evening, just before the finale, and he persuaded Bernstein’s dear friend Lauren Bacall to sing it. The program neither concealed the *Lady in the Dark* parody nor attempted to excuse it: “with no apologies to Kurt Weill and Ira Gershwin.” Video of Bacall’s performance, available on YouTube, cuts frequently to Bernstein in the audience and shows his unrestrained delight. A sample lyric:

Poor Lenny,
Ten gifts too many,
The curse of being versatile.
To show how bad the curse is
Will need a lot of verses
And take a little Weill—

Left Corner: From the program

**SONDHEIM**

“The Saga of Lenny”—with no apologies to Kurt Weill and Ira Gershwin

LAUREN BACALL

PAUL FORD, piano

**BERNSTEIN**

“Make Our Garden Grow” from *Candide* (Finale)

JERRY HADLEY (Candide)

DAWN UPSHAW (Cunegonde)

THE COMPANY

SEJI OZAWA conducting

From the program

Kim H. Kowalke has published two recent papers on Sondheim:


Sources


2, 3, 4, 6 From an unpublished interview with Steve Swayne, 2003.

“[Weill] spoke of his work with a dispassionate honesty most writers I had known until then would have blushed at. A year or two later [after spring 1945] I was to hear him say, ‘Seventy-five years from now Street Scene will be remembered as my major work.’”


Any consideration of Weill’s prediction must begin with the outpouring of praise that greeted the Broadway debut of Street Scene—written with Langston Hughes and Elmer Rice—on 9 January 1947. One newspaper totted up the “scorecard” of opening night reviews at eight favorable to one unfavorable. (Richard Watts, who published the unfavorable review, later lauded the work’s “high endeavor.”) The chief theater and music critics of the New York Times, Brooks Atkinson and Olin Downes, respectively, showered it with superlatives, not only as an evening’s entertainment, but as a new and auspicious direction for American opera and musical theater. Master showman Billy Rose, who had passed up an opportunity to invest, recorded his own rave. (“It was one of those rare nights when a show catches lightning in a barrel. The applause was like a 21-gun salute going off in a phone booth.”) Musical America’s Quaintance Eaton came closest to Weill’s own formulation: “Mr. Weill’s greatest achievement to date” (Eaton was at best dimly familiar with Weill’s European work.) In April, Weill received an inaugural Tony Award for the score of Street Scene. Little wonder he was so matter-of-fact; most knowledgeable theater people at the time would have agreed with him.

Street Scene was billed as a “dramatic musical,” a formulation that fooled no one; most critics grasped the work’s operatic qualities even as the producers’ publicists shrank from the word. It helped the cause no end that another American opera, The Warrior, opened at the Met at nearly the same time as Street Scene on Broadway. The music press lost little time comparing the two, to the detriment of Bernard Rogers’s one-act opera based on the story of Samson and Delilah. It was the perfect set-up: a much-ballyhooed, “official” American opera at the Met pitted against a Broadway show that didn’t even dare to advertise itself. The mattress was like a 21-gun salute going off in a phone booth.

Musical America’s Quaintance Eaton came closest to Weill’s own formulation: “Mr. Weill’s greatest achievement to date” (Eaton was at best dimly familiar with Weill’s European work.) In April, Weill received an inaugural Tony Award for the score of Street Scene. Little wonder he was so matter-of-fact; most knowledgeable theater people at the time would have agreed with him.

Street Scene was billed as a “dramatic musical,” a formulation that fooled no one; most critics grasped the work’s operatic qualities even as the producers’ publicists shrank from the word. It helped the cause no end that another American opera, The Warrior, opened at the Met at nearly the same time as Street Scene on Broadway. The music press lost little time comparing the two, to the detriment of Bernard Rogers’s one-act opera based on the story of Samson and Delilah. It was the perfect set-up: a much-ballyhooed, “official” American opera at the Met pitted against a Broadway show that didn’t even dare to advertise itself as an opera. Street Scene won the battle convincingly. Another “rival” was Porgy and Bess, premiered in 1935 and revived with greater success in 1942. Many scribes remembered Porgy and measured Weill’s work against it; while the verdict was not as clear-cut, more than a few regarded Street Scene as a superior, and more promising, example of vernacular American opera.

Later that season, Menotti brought a double bill of The Telephone and The Medium to Broadway, and about a dozen “Broadway operas” followed over the next ten years. If Porgy was a voice crying in the wilderness, Street Scene looked like the work that would lead American opera to the promised land. (Street Scene’s stiffest competition on Broadway was a show with absolutely no operatic pretensions, Finian’s Rainbow, which opened on the same day. Lerner and Loewe’s Brigadoon came along in March. Both Finian and Brigadoon ended up enjoying longer runs, but neither attracted the kind of genre-bending attention that Street Scene did.)

Then Weill himself provided competition for Street Scene. Before it could settle into the repertory, it was arguably supplanted by the shorter, less demanding Down in the Valley (libretto by Arnold Sundgaard)—critics in the late forties commonly referred to both as folk operas, despite the stark variance in settings (urban vs. rural), scale (Street Scene required a much larger cast and orchestra), and difficulty (Valley demands good singers, but not advanced opera training). Long before Street Scene became a favorite of schools and conservatories, Down in the Valley was taken up by students all over the U.S. with hundreds of productions and thousands of performances before 1959, when Street Scene saw its first new professional production in the U.S. at New York City Opera. The off-Broadway triumph of The Threepenny Opera (1954–1961) probably also had an effect, changing Weill’s identity in the music and theater press, and in the public mind as well, to composer for Brecht from composer for Broadway.

What else happened between closing night on Broadway, 17 May 1947, and the City Opera production? Perhaps most important is what did not happen—a national tour of Street Scene. Over Weill’s vigorous objections, the producers opted not to take the show beyond New York, largely for financial reasons. That was a setback; a tour to even a handful of cities would likely have solidi-
fied Street Scene’s position in the vanguard of American musical theater by allowing audiences elsewhere to see it for themselves. *Lady in the Dark* and *One Touch of Venus*, both of which traveled to several cities despite wartime restrictions and high cost, were adapted for television and remained fairly popular in summer stock throughout the fifties. *Street Scene* did not.

Not all the omens were unfavorable, however. In 1949, *Street Scene* saw three major concert performances, two in New York and one in Hollywood (the last now available as a CD on Naxos). Within a few years, Indiana University and the Eastman School of Music, both noted for opera programs, presented the work. The first production outside the U.S. opened in Düsseldorf, Germany on 26 November 1955; the production was revived at the Deutsche Oper am Rhein in 1958. Most critics were dubious about the work, but they understood that the event was important, part of a necessary reckoning with Weill’s compositions after he fled Germany. *Street Scene* occasioned an exchange in the press between the young Turk Horst Koegler and the old tyrant Theodor Adorno that foreshadowed the next fifty years of critical debate over Weill’s artistic identity. Yet Adorno and Koegler’s debate, essential for understanding Weill’s reception history in the U.S. and around the world, probably had little direct effect on Street Scene’s fortunes on the U.S. stage.

When City Opera took up *Street Scene* in 1959 as part of a series of American operas, New York’s critics looked at the work through a different lens. As in 1947, they tried to figure out whether *Street Scene* was worthy of membership in the august realm of opera. Theater critics responding to the world premiere had noticed lapses from standard operatic procedure but happily forgave them, because *Street Scene* was playing on Broadway. Reviewers in 1959 were more likely to object when the work was presented by an opera company. City Opera brought back *Street Scene* five times in the next thirty years, including a new production in 1978, keeping it in the repertory during a time when few other companies would touch it. True, most of Weill’s Broadway shows went into eclipse in the sixties; Weill’s Broadway opera fared even worse. His faith in *Street Scene* and its future never seemed more misplaced.

*Street Scene* began gaining lost ground in the eighties, as more schools picked up the work, including Boston Conservatory and Rutgers, and Chautauqua Opera added it to the repertory. Most decisively, David Pountney directed a well-received production in Great Britain in 1989 at Scottish Opera and English National Opera, both of which led to recordings. In 1995, a Houston Grand Opera co-production helmed by Francesca Zambello and conducted by James Holmes made a triumphant stop in Berlin and enjoyed a very different reception from the 1955 premiere. (Adorno was long dead by then, but Koegler was still around to enjoy his vindication.) Since then, *Street Scene* has seen numerous professional productions, not to mention dozens in universities and conservatories all over the U.S. and Europe, exposing countless students to Weill and enhancing their musical and theatrical training. The trajectory has only continued upward. A string of major stagings in the U.S.—Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul, Pittsburgh, Aspen, Wolf Trap, and more—has been matched by Europe—Turin, Dresden, Toulon, London, Madrid, Leeds, etc. (See the chronology of major performances for additional detail.)

Weill saw *Street Scene* as the fulfillment of two separate dreams: creating a uniquely American variety of musical theater; and perfecting a seamless blending of text and music, speaking and singing. Its successes over the last forty years show that he was not just satisfying himself but breaking new paths for others to follow. The passage of time has brought into focus *Street Scene’s* influence, not only on Broadway operas that followed such as Blitzstein’s *Regina* but on works as chronologically and thematically divergent as Bernstein’s *West Side Story* and Tesori’s *Blue.

As we look back over seventy-five years of feast and famine, *Street Scene* does not seem to have recovered fully from those early decades of neglect; the praise so liberally bestowed in 1947 has come back into fashion to some extent, but few would agree today with Weill’s bold prediction of posterity’s judgment. In Fall 2002, the Newsletter interviewed two of *Street Scene’s* most stalwart defenders, Julius Rudel and Horst Koegler; neither concurred with Weill. Koegler went so far as to say that “Weill erred,” suggesting that *Die sieben Todsünden* and *Mahagonny* have more staying power. (He might well have added one of his own favorites, *Die sieben Todsünden.*) In 1947, Weill—along with many others—considered *Street Scene* the dawn of a new age of American opera, leading the way inexorably to the future. The next thirty years cast such judgments into doubt, but since 1980 *Street Scene* has made enormous strides, and apparently will continue to do so. In last Fall’s Newsletter, director Barrie Kosky said, “I’m sure I’ll do [Street Scene] in the next ten years,” as if it went without saying. In a world where cross-border migration continues to increase, *Street Scene’s* exploration of the tensions produced by immigration will remain disturbingly relevant. These are only some of the reasons for taking Weill’s forecast seriously. Today several compositions might vie for the mantle of his “major work,” and *Street Scene* is one of them. Their relative fortunes continue to shift. What if Weill had looked ahead one hundred years rather than seventy-five?
**Street Scene: A Chronology of Major Performances**

_In each entry, the lead performers are listed in the following order: Anna Maurrant, Frank Maurrant, Rose Maurrant, Sam Kaplan. The date of the opening is given for theatrical runs._


**1949 Feb. 6:** Concert (excerpts), 92nd Street Y, New York. Maurice Levine, cond. Lead singers: Polyna Stoska, Norman Atkins, Marguerite Piazza, Richard Edwards.

**1949 Jul. 29:** Concert (excerpts), Lewisohn Stadium, New York. Maurice Abravanel, cond. Lead singers: Polyna Stoska, Norman Atkins, Dorothy Sarnoff, Brian Sullivan.


**1978 Oct. 27:** Scottish Opera, Glasgow. David Pountney, dir.; John Mauceri, cond. Lead actors: Kristine Ciesinski, Spiro Malas, Janis Kelly, Mark Beudert. Recording conducted by Mauceri issued on London and Decca with principal cast replaced by Piafline Barstow, Samuel Ramey, Angelina Réaux, Jerry Hadley; other cast members also replaced for the recording.

**1985 Aug. 9:** Chautauqua Opera. Cynthia Auerbach, dir.; John DeMain, cond. Lead actors: Karen Huffstodt, Spiro Malas, Carolann Page, Michael Davis.


**1989 May 31:** Scottish Opera, Glasgow. David Pountney, dir.; John Mauceri, cond. Lead actors: Kristine Ciesinski, Spiro Malas, Janis Kelly, Mark Beudert. Recording conducted by Mauceri issued on London and Decca with principal cast replaced by Josefine Barstow, Samuel Ramey, Angelina Réaux, Jerry Hadley; other cast members also replaced for the recording.

Lead actors: Kristine Ciesinski, Richard Van Allan, Janis Kelly, Bonaventura Bottone. Cast included Catherine Zeta-Jones as Mae Jones. Cast recording issued on TER.


Weill on Street Scene

“My opera Street Scene has now been performed almost 100 times. Naturally, that’s nothing compared to the musical comedies that I’ve put out here, but for an opera, it is a much greater success, as very few (or no) operas hit such performance numbers during their initial run. More important to me is that it represents real progress for opera in making a serious contribution to theater in our time. It is generally recognized here as the first American opera and was compared several times with Entführung [Mozart’s Abduction from the Seraglio] in terms of historical significance.”

--letter to Caspar Neher, 25 March 1947

“Street Scene has opened and brought me a personal success which exceeded all my expectations. Almost unanimously, the papers called my work ‘the finest work in the musical theater’ and nominated me the outstanding composer in the American theater. ... The new form of musical entertainment which Street Scene has started could easily be translated into the field of motion pictures and could probably make film history as it has already made theater history. I think I have pretty definite ideas how this could be done, but I don’t know if Hollywood would let me do it.”

--letter to Arthur Lyons, 14 February 1947

“The great challenge for me was to find a form which translated the realism of the plot into music. The result is something entirely new and probably the most ‘modern’ form of musical theater, since it applies the technique of opera without ever falling into the artificiality of opera. It is a type of number opera, but I composed right through the spoken dialogues between the musical numbers, like a recitative, so that the dialogue melts into the musical numbers and creates a unity of drama and music such as I had never achieved before.”

--letter to Casper Neher, 16 February 1947

“It has been my opinion for a long time that the Broadway stage can become an important outlet for the American composer and might even become the birthplace of a genuine American ‘musical theatre’ or, if you wish, an American opera. That this theory has been widely accepted lately, is to me one of the most gratifying results of the success of Street Scene. ... I have always believed that opera should be a part of the living theatre of our time.”

--"Broadway and the Musical Theatre," The Composer's News-Record no. 2 (May 1947), p. 1

“Among all the theatrical works I have written, operas, operettas, musical plays, musical comedies, ballets, pageants—about twenty-five altogether—Street Scene occupies a niche of its own. It means to me the fulfillment of two dreams which I have dreamed during the last twenty years and which have become a sort of center around which all my thinking and planning revolved.”

--Liner notes for original cast recording of Street Scene, Columbia Masterworks M-MM-683